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EXOUS Bodygear's EX-701 Stabilising Knee Support Receives Over 400
Positive Consumer Testimonials Showing How it is Improving Knee Pain
Conditions And Symptoms in The UK

The EX-701 Stabilising knee brace by EXOUS Bodygear which has been on sale for over 12
months in The UK has now received over 400 verified purchase positive consumer testimonials
and feedback on amazon.co.uk. The high number of positive consumer feedback has given the
knee support a top rating on amazon.

Holborn, London (PRWEB UK) 9 December 2016 -- 12 Months ago EXOUS Bodygear launched their EX-701
knee support brace into the UK market through amazon.co.uk. It has since its launch continuously attracted
weekly 5 -star rated reviews about how well the product seems to be working for a variety of knee conditions.
In a crowded market place with hundreds of competing knee supports and braces it has consistently been at the
top in terms of user satisfaction and giving a range of knee conditions options for pain relief and help.

From the hundreds of reviews given by consumers, the range of knee conditions the EX-701 knee support has
shown to help and improve range from:

- Patella tendonitis pain and symptoms
- Arthritic knee conditions
- Stabilsation of weak knees
- Meniscus tears
- Aiding physical exertion including competitive sporting events
- General knee pain
- Jumper's knee

The EX-701 knee brace features a unique 4 strap design which creates a non slip fitting and also a comfort gap
at the back of the knee preventing excess neoprene allowing full unrestricted knee bending. The combined
feature set of the strap mechanism and comfort gap gives improved comfort and efficacy for improving knee
pain conditions as reported back by consumers.

"The EXOUS EX-701 was recommended to me as i had injured my superior collateral ligament. I am a
triathlete, and am currently training for Barcelona 70.3 ironman, the body-gear support has been worth its
weight in gold, it is very comfortable to wear due to the liner sock, and the careful design of strapping, and
positioning, ensuring max comfort, it is also not too cumbersome , and can easily be worn beneath trousers but
without compromise in support, in fact due to the bones (duplicating both collateral ligaments) it is the most
supportive knee supports I've ever worn." Mr D A DUNCAN had said

"I play basketball and have long term recurring 'jumper's knee' problems in one of my legs. I have tried on this
knee support for one game of basketball and I have to say that using that single game as a benchmark, it is
probably the best knee support I have ever worn. It is comfortable, I can retain flexibility and I genuinely feel a
good level of support. Overall, I am really happy with this purchase and given the benefits, it is great value for
money." Amazon Customer had said

"We welcome all consumers to read our positive reviews on amazon across several countries and see the huge
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store of user generated feedback really changing peoples lives in knee pain." Mannie Kaur brand manager had
said.

EXOUS Bodygear have a you tube channel where consumers can view knee support review videos to help
them understand more about their products and features. The EX-701 is listed as a kniebandage on amazon.de
in Germany.

About EXOUS Bodygear
EXOUS Bodygear are a sports and fitness brand dedicated to making high-quality functional products that meet
the needs of the consumer. Our brand ethos is “different by design” making new and exciting products that
have been designed to offer more function, features and value to what is in the marketplace already.
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Contact Information
Mannie Kaur
Exous Bodygear
http://www.exousbodygear.com
+44 7766727740

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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